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Dear Friends,
As the holiday season approaches, on behalf of the National Association
of Parents of Children with Cancer - NURDOR, we send you our best
wishes and would like to present NURDOR’s Festive Season Collection
comprising of Greeting Cards and Children’s Books.
Instead of printing corporate greeting cards and calendars, we invite you
to order the items from our NURDOR Festive range. By doing so, you will
improve the quality of treatment and the life of children with cancer and
support their long and difficult battle towards healing.

N E W YA E R ’ S O F F E R

We offer 8 differently designed greeting cards with envelopes (size 17 x 12 cm).
The recommended donation per 1 greeting card is 50 RSD.
We can offer to print a New Year’s message, of your choice, with your company logo on the
card. The recommended donation for greeting cards, with your message and the message that
with this card you helped children suffering from cancer, is 80 RSD per card.

N E W YA E R ’ S O F F E R

Our advice is for you to have your first morning coffee from a
large (300ml) porcelain NURDOR cup, knowing that with your
donation you have helped our little superheroes win their fight
against an evil enemy.
A present for a 500 dinars donation

Cotton caps, universal size, in tender colors with NURDOR’s
logo - a sign of friendship, support and faith in victory.
A present for a 500 dinars donation

Memo cards -learn how to say in English words like butterfly,
umbrella, penguin....along with Teodora and Andjela and their
creative 18 pairs memo cards.
A present for a 300 dinars donation

PO Kingdom - a collection of remarkable stories about unbeatable girls and boys from the pediatric oncology department. About their fight, pain, fear, a warm, direct, sometimes even ironic
stories regarding miracle encounters and lifelong friendships.

N E W YA E R ’ S O F F E R

The recommended donation per “licider” Festive ornament is 100 RSD.
We would also like to present our Children’s Book Collection, a perfect present for young boys
and girls. Our wish is for these warm, brilliantly illustrated stories to reach your little ones as each
story carries a beautiful, humane message that increases in value through our collaboration.

We invite you to participate in our Festive Season Book Campaign, each of our books will
put a smile on children’s faces and make the children in treatment, their peers, their mums and
dads happy, as well as you because you will have started the New Year being a responsible
and important participant of the broader community.
Title/publication

Donation
per book

50-100
books

100-200
books

200-400
books

over 400
books

400 RSD

350 RSD

300 RSD

200 RSD

150 RSD

Maca u dućanu (Kitty in the market,
in Serbian)

400 RSD

350 RSD

300 RSD

200 RSD

150 RSD

Careve uši/Le orecchie del re (The
King’s Ears, in Serbian/Italian)

700 RSD

600 RSD

Puzzle

400 RSD

350 RSD

300 RSD

200 RSD

150 RSD

Torba doktora Zgrabistrah
(Dr Catchthefear’s bag, in Serbian)

Payments can be made to current account: 170-0030010715000-82
Reference: ,,For the Festive Campaign’’
In return, as a sign of our gratitude, NURDOR will publish the name of your company on its
website and Facebook page (with 9,000 friends).
When you give a gift from NURDOR’s Festive Collection, you have not only done a good deed for
children suffering from cancer, but you have done something nice for your friends and something
valuable for yourself which will, in turn, make you feel proud for doing the right thing!
For more information please feel free to contact us at: + 381. 11. 268.15.54, + 381. 11. 268.15.55,
e-mail: office@nurdor.org.rs

,,

”The best way to begin each day well is to think
upon awakening whether we could not give at
least one person pleasure on this day.”
– Friedrich Nietzsche

